NOTICE

MET INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

Kind Attention: All Applicants for 3-years Part Time Masters Degree in Management [MMM/ MFM/ MHRDM/ MIM] affiliated to University of Mumbai for the batch 2011-14

All Applicants for the above programmes are hereby informed that the entrance examination for this course will be conducted on 27\textsuperscript{th} March 2011 as announced at MET, Mumbai.

As you may be aware through newspapers as well as the AICTE website, there was an announcement that AICTE would not permit any Technical Education programmes in the Part time mode.

Subsequently, at a hearing in the Supreme Court on 17\textsuperscript{th} March 2011, it was stated by AICTE that they had suspended the provisions prohibiting the Part Time programmes from the concerned notification.

In view of the above MET shall be now going ahead with the admission procedure of the Part Time programme as per the announced schedule.

However, in order to give a fair opportunity to those students who were confused/apprehensive by the AICTE announcement but are now desirous of joining the Part Time programme, MET has scheduled one more Entrance Exam - MET CET for Part Time programme on \textbf{SUNDAY 10\textsuperscript{TH} APRIL 2011 at 9.00 am at MET Complex, Bandra Reclamations, Bandra (W), Mumbai.}

Entrance Forms for the second Entrance Exam will be issued & accepted till 9\textsuperscript{th} April 2011 at the MET Institute of Management up to 8.00 pm on all working days.
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